SHE MAKES HER

STORY
orth Valley Magazine spoke with female entrepreneurs from
diverse industries to get their take on their paths to success.
These businesswomen discuss their pivotal moments and decisions
that changed the trajectories of their careers.
...Continues on page 12
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Life.
Change.

Naturally.

Aging gracefully from
the inside out with the
SottoPelle ® Method
By Jordan Houston

t age 42, CarolAnn Tutera was told
she had the insides of a 92-year-old
woman. She had all the classic signs
of menopause.
“I don’t know how I was putting
one foot in front of the other,”
she says.
She turned to her now-late
husband, Dr. Gino Tutera,
for help with feeling
better. She wanted to
get her life back by enjoying working out,
remembering where she put her keys and
stopping the night sweats.
She is now the co-founder and CEO of
SottoPelle and Tutera Medical. SottoPelle®
is an international company that trains
medical providers on how to use pellets
using its proprietary methodology of
working with bioidentical pellet hormones.
As a medical entrepreneur, Tutera has won
numerous awards and recognition for her
ability to succeed in a male-dominated
industry.
She has become the “leading lady of
12

authentic aging” and someone who has
earned respect in the bioidentical hormone
therapy field.
A pellet is the size of a grain of rice and is
slipped under the skin.
“The pellets offer a nice, steady stream of
hormones,” Tutera says. “When it’s placed
under the skin, the heart regulates it. At rest,
everything’s great. Your blood isn’t rushing
through you as much. But when you’re
working out or even stressed, your blood
goes by the pellets faster. Think of it like a
kid licking a lollipop. Your body is taking
exactly what it needs 24/7.
“The body’s a beautiful tool, and we’re
helping the body regulate and function.”
Tutera has held steadfast in supporting the
mission, determination and dedication to the
only thing that matters — helping people.
Common sense, coupled with naturallybased bioidentical hormone replacement
therapy delivered via a medically based and
proven protocol, has elevated SottoPelle® to
success with its patients and as a corporate
entity.
Notably, Tutera led the charge in
advancing the healthy and balanced
approach to authentic aging. What sets
Tutera apart as a leader and influencer is her
dedication and persistence. The next step
and evolution for SottoPelle® is to support
the growth of empowerment in the 50-andolder demographic.
Tutera advocates “you can be the best you
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want to be at any age.”
Ageism and the negative connotations
associated with growing older are slowly
dissipating under Tutera’s careful watch.
“Adventures in Aging” is her way of life.
Tutera supports regular meditation,
exercise, eating nutritiously and balanced
hormones. She found inspiration in
creating a new company: Bolster Beauty
by SottoPelle® with the addition of new
products coming out to enhance the

CarolAnn Tutera has become the
“leading lady of authentic aging” and
someone who has earned respect
in the bioidentical hormone therapy
field. (Dennis Murphy/Contributor)

nutraceutical Hair Repair & Renew.
“Everyone has to find their preferred
medium to maximize their lifestyle and
achieve overall balance; anything that keeps
you active, happy and healthy is the ultimate
goal,” Tutera says.
“Your way of life is typically established
by a pattern of habits or behaviors over
time. As we age, how we use our time and
energy becomes a topic of focus and concern
for many. It is never too late to refocus and

redirect your energy to have the life you
want at any age.”
As a 60-something, Tutera says she has
never felt more vibrant and happier.
“I strive every day to learn something new
and direct my life toward positive energy
through my work and helping people,”
Tutera says. “I have discovered there is no
one panacea for aging, but finding a healthy
lifestyle and balance puts you on the right
path.

“As the old cliché says: Age is just a
number. Don’t let yourself be defined by how
old you are but how young you feel.”
Tutera Medical
8412 E. Shea Boulevard, Suite 101,
Scottsdale
480-874-1515
info@tuteramedical.com
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Written
in the

Stars
Family law attorney,
true crime author
focuses on ‘narrative’
By Alison Stanton

Kerrie Droban Zhivago is the owner and
CEO of Zhivago Law PLLC, but she also is a
true crime author and national speaker.
(Kerrie Droban Zhivago/Submitted)

errie Droban Zhivago knew she
was going to be a writer from the
time she was 7 years old.
“I come from a family of writers
— one, the former editor of ‘The
New York Times,’ wrote a true
crime book about the Kitty
Genovese murder. I wrote and studied poetry
for years, before turning to plays and eventually
novels,” Zhivago says.
While she loved spending time writing,
Zhivago needed to find something a bit more
lucrative to pay the bills. She decided to apply
to law school.
“I was literally a starving poet when I
applied to law school. And apart from needing
a career that allowed me to eat, being a lawyer
gave me life-changing passion and purpose,”
she says, adding that she has been practicing
14

law for over 30 years, 25 of which have been in
private practice.
“As a former prosecutor and death penalty
lawyer, I am also certified to practice at the
federal level. With more than 20 years of trial
experience I have litigated everything from
major felonies, including first-degree murder
to DUIs.”
Zhivago is now the owner and CEO
of Zhivago Law PLLC, a firm with three
locations in Phoenix and Scottsdale.
Zhivago Law specializes in family law,
which encompasses divorce, custody, support
and post-decree modifications, and criminal
defense, which focuses on appellate/postconviction matters.
As much as she truly enjoys her work as an
attorney, Zhivago has never lost her passion for
writing.
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For the last 15 years, Zhivago has been a
true crime author and national speaker. She
recently published her eighth book, “Aurora:
The Psychiatrist Who Treated the Movie
Theater Killer Tells Her Story.”
“My talks center mostly around the
books I write, true stories about deep cover
investigations into outlaw biker gangs,
organized crime, the mafia and the pathology
of the criminal mind,” Zhivago says, adding
that when working in law, she uses her last
name of Zhivago, but for her writing work, she
uses the “nom de plume” of Kerrie Droban.
“This knowledge, combined with my
personal experiences, gives me better insight
into my clients’ struggles as they navigate their
own abusive relationships with narcissists,
sociopaths and psychopaths,” she says.
...Continues on page 16

Voice is power
Divorced Not DeadThere is Life After WITH
ZHIVAGO LAW PLLC!

Kerrie Droban Zhivago, a graduate of the Johns Hopkins University Writing Seminars and the
University of Arizona where she
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received her masters and juris
doctorate degrees, and formerly a Maricopa County Attorney,
now practices criminal defense
and family law. With over thirty years of litigation and appellate experience, she is also an
award-winning multi-published
true-crime author and national
speaker on criminal pathology
and criminal syndicates. Ever
wanted to know how to divorce
a narcissist, sociopath or psychopath?

Schedule a
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for a
free consultation
today!

480.612.3058

Zhivago says the true crime genre “perfectly
complements” her skill set as an attorney as
well as her core values of truth and justice.
“Being an attorney has enabled me to truly
empower those less fortunate and help them
not only survive but thrive after crisis,” she
says, adding that she fell into writing true
crime after having published her first two
novels.
Zhivago was working on her third book
when she was approached by undercover
operatives who were infiltrating the Hells
Angels.
“It’s a long story, part of one of my talks,
‘Doing Time for the Crime,’ but it became
my first true crime book, ‘Running with the
Devil.’ From there, others wanted me to write
their stories,” she says.
“It’s now my favorite genre because it
combines the best of both worlds — law
and writing — and is about uncovering,
and discovering, the truth in people and
investigations that are sometimes stranger
than fiction.”
Zhivago says her three-plus decades in law
helps her in her work as a true crime author.
“As a lawyer, whether it’s family law or
criminal defense, I focus on the narrative; for

instance, what is the client’s ‘Marriage Story,’
what has happened in their relationship that
has led them to this point in their lives and
how can I best help them navigate conflict,”
she says.
“As a writer, I’m doing the same thing. I
consider pathology, strategy, conflict and
resolution. I call it ‘diving into the lava,’ going
deep to go wide. That’s the only way to truly
discover not only what happened but why and
how the client or character can triumph.”
Looking back, Zhivago says she is thrilled
with her decisions to become a lawyer and
follow her childhood dream of being a writer.
“I wouldn’t change a thing. Being a lawyer
has been a profound blessing. I could not have
asked for a better career choice. Even if I had
never practiced, I would always be grateful
for the education and knowledge. It is deeply
satisfying to be able to be of service to others,
to have a skill set that can help people in
crisis,” she says.
“And as for writing, that is a calling and a
passion and something I was born to do. I’m
just grateful that I’ve been blessed enough to
write in a complementary genre.”
When Zhivago is not busy working with
clients, writing or public speaking, she enjoys

hiking, rock wall climbing and anything that
has to do with the ocean.
But even as she is enjoying a scenic hike
or tackling her latest hobby of jet skiing,
Zhivago’s valued clients are never far from her
mind.
Just as she has found how powerful and
effective it can be to tell someone else’s story
in her novels, Zhivago is honored to help her
clients take control of their own.
“Hands down, I love empowering people
to be their own rescue, to be able to rewrite
their story, tell a different narrative, one that
is forward thinking and inspiring. Everyone
has a story, not everyone has a voice, and I feel
honored and privileged to be able to be that
voice for a while and advocate for their truth,”
she says.
Zhivago Law is located at 1934 E.
Camelback Road, Suite 120-482, and in the
Union Hills Corp. Center, 18444 N. 25th
Avenue, Suite 420, in Phoenix, as well as in
Scottsdale’s Kierland Suites, 6424 Greenway
Parkway. For more information, call 480-6123058 or visit kdrobanlaw.com.
To learn more about her work as a true
crime author and public speaker, visit
kerriedroban.com.
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A Small World
Pediatric Dentistry
founder Daniela
Vasquez-Bolduc
is celebrating
15 years of her
pediatric practice.
(Dennis Murphy/
Contributor)

Small
World,

Big

Smiles

Pediatric dentistry puts kids at
ease through comfort, care
By Jordan Houston

A

Small World Pediatric
Dentistry founder Daniela
Vasquez-Bolduc is celebrating
15 years of her practice, all
while balancing the most
important job of all — being
a mom.
The Scottsdale-based dentistry, located
at 5533 E. Bell Road, Suite 115, since its
inception in 2007, has built a reputation for
itself as a hub for family-friendly and patient-

oriented care for infants through adolescence.
“Fifteen does sound like a big number, but
it doesn’t feel like it has been so many years
altogether,” says Vasquez-Bolduc, boasting
nearly 25 years of industry experience. “I
never realized when I started on how deeply
rooted my career would be. I feel responsible
for providing expert service that drives quality
oral health and delivers beautiful smiles. This
has been my passion and mission, and it is
rewarding to see the impact we have on the

community we serve.”
A Small World provides professional,
sensitive and approachable care for “each
child as a member of (our) family,” according
to its website. Its services span preventive
care, restorative dentistry, sedation and
orthodontics. Complimentary exams for ages
up to 24 months, as well as complimentary
second opinion visits, are also available.
“We do pediatric procedures with an
emphasis on prevention,” says Vasquez-
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Bolduc, a proud mom to her 8-year-old
daughter. “We want to see the kids as soon
as they have baby teeth. Our goal is to be
proactive with educating parents about oral
health and getting off on the right foot with
their child’s dental needs.”
The practice strives to establish long-term
relationships with families, starting at initial
visits until the child transitions to an adult
dentist.
“The most rewarding thing is you get to
see them grow up and see them as grown
teenagers,” Vasquez-Bolduc says.
For young ones, the first trip to the dentist
does not have to be scary. A Small World was
designed with children “in mind,” exuding a
“child-friendly, fun atmosphere.”
It features colorful walls decorated with
photos of smiling kids and offers a bounty of
toys, books, video games and televisions.
Many practices are no longer owned by the
doctor. A Small World is a small business that
is led by Dr. Vasquez-Bolduc. The entire team
has a strong culture of placing the patient as
the No. 1 priority.
Potential clients are encouraged to schedule
an appointment for a full tour of the practice.
Visitors can learn more about A Small World’s
services, treatment plans and comfort-care.

Tackling misconceptions

A Small World’s name reflects its diverse
clientele, Vasquez-Bolduc says, treating
patients from South America, Canada,
Europe, Japan and India, among other parts of
the world. With such diversity though comes
an array of opinions surrounding pediatric oral
health, Vasquez says. Educating her clients on
proper preventative care is a top priority, she
adds.
“There are so many different ideologies
about dental care,” Vasquez-Bolduc explains.
“Some people think that because they are baby
teeth, they do not have to take care of them —
but that is not the case.”
Decay is pediatric dentistry’s biggest oral
threat, Vasquez-Bolduc says.
Children should visit the dentist no later
than their first birthday.
“Don’t wait until the child is 3 to 4 years
old. It doesn’t matter if they cry — they are
expected to do so — we know how to help
them and take care of their teeth at an early
age,” Vasquez-Bolduc says.
“It kind of wrinkles my heart to see one
of the little ones with caries and there isn’t
another choice but to do complex dental
treatment,” she continues.
18

Maintaining happy smiles

Vasquez-Bolduc’s biggest advice to parents
is ensuring their kids brush their teeth at least
twice a day with a soft-bristled toothbrush and
fluoride toothpaste, remembering to brush
the top surface of their tongue. Flossing at
least once a day is also crucial, accompanied
by mouthwash to kill decay-causing bacteria
lingering between teeth.
“I definitely believe in fluoride. We’ve seen
it works. I recommend it to all of my patients
to have a topical application when they are at
the office,” Vasquez-Bolduc says. “We apply
a varnish and recommend using fluoride
toothpaste at age 1 and mouthwash after age
4 — it’s one of the greatest things invented in
dentistry.”
Vasquez-Bolduc also emphasizes the
importance of a balanced diet, refraining from
“extra-sugary treats” as much as possible.
“We are still seeing little kids with a lot of
cavities, and the sugar exposure at an early age
plays a significant role — especially sugary
liquids and its prolonged and frequent use,”
she says.

Experience and expertise matter

Boasting memberships with the American
Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, American
Dental Association, Arizona Dental
Association, Western Pediatric Association
and International Association of Pediatric
Dentistry, Vasquez-Bolduc says she did not
always know she wanted to be a dentist —
but never doubted her desire to work with
children.
“I knew I always wanted to do something
with kids. I was babysitting all the time with
kiddos,” Vasquez-Bolduc says.
The oldest of five, she recalls wanting to
attain a medical career.
“I guess I just never had any traumatic
experiences with a dentist. … I wanted to
go into the medical field — just something
pushed me towards dental school,” VasquezBolduc says.
She earned her dental degree at the
Universidad Central de Venezuela and
continued her training in Pediatric Dentistry
at the University of Connecticut Health
Center. After her residency, Vasquez-Bolduc
became a clinical instructor for the Pediatric
Dental Department via a fellowship program
— earning the Graduated Student Research
Award from the American Academy of
Pediatric Dentistry.
She then packed her bags in 2004 to move
to Scottsdale to work for a pediatric dental
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group.
“I tried for a year as a general dentist, and
every time I saw kids, I said, ‘This is what I
love to do’ — to talk to them, make them feel
comfortable, explaining what to expect, it is
natural for me,” she says.
It was not long before she launched A Small
World in 2007 — and hasn’t looked back since.
“At the time, Arizona was exploding with
many people and families moving here. It
was a great opportunity as a pediatric dentist,
because there are plenty of patients,” she says.

Managing mom life

Professional accolades aside, VasquezBolduc says her husband and daughter are her
“life blessings.”
As a working mom, though, balancing
career life and motherhood involves sacrifices,
making choices, and prioritizing what can be
let go.
“Being a working mom, you are always
thinking about timing and how I will be able
to get everything done in the day. Thankfully, I
have great support at home with my husband.
We are a solid team,” Vasquez-Bolduc says.
Having her own practice also extends
flexibility in tailoring her own schedule.
In recent years, she has shifted to working
three full days in the office per week.
“I always knew I wanted to be in my own
practice and being able to do things in the way
that would benefit the community as much as
I can,” she says.
Vasquez-Bolduc says she is looking forward
to continuing to grow her practice.
A Small World recently onboarded Logan
Mariano as a part-time associate. It also
added another operatory to accommodate its
increasing clientele.
“It is definitely a cycle of life at A Small
World. In the early years I served so many new
babies that are now graduating high school,”
Vasquez-Bolduc says, highlighting that she
sees several second-generation patients now.
“That’s the fun — this is not corporate at all.
It’s a small practice. To be able to do both
worlds — I love it.”
For more information or to schedule a
complimentary second opinion visit, head over
to gotbabyteeth.com.
A Small World Pediatric Dentistry
5533 E. Bell Road, Suite 115
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
602-296-3235
gotbabyteeth.com

LOVE
in

Luxury
Scottsdale showroom offers
contemporary European design

U

By Jordan Houston

nlike many businesses during the
height of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Paris-Milan Home founder Nathalie
Chianura saw a boost in sales.
Boasting more 29 years of
experience in high-end European
furniture, the French native opened
the Paris-Milan Home luxury
showroom, located at 15551 N. Greenway Hayden
Loop, Suite A110, at the beginning of 2019. She has
since made waves in the Scottsdale interior design
market, offering contemporary furniture with European
flair from Italian and French designers.
Chianura attributes her recent success to the number

20
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of people now working from home. Pandemic-spending
research shows people who spent more time indoors
invested more in their spaces by redecorating for
comfort, organization and aesthetics.
“I consider this like my child; I am proud,” Chianura
says of the European contemporary furniture store.
Paris-Milan Home offers living room, bedroom and
office furniture; lighting; accessories; rugs; home décor;
and interior design and home consultation services.
With a 3,000-square-foot showroom brimming with
timeless furniture pieces, the collection seeks to reflect
the “modern world while staying true to the traditions
of European craftsmanship.”
...Continues on page 22

French native Nathalie Chianura founded
Paris-Milan Home at the beginning of 2019
in Scottsdale. (Dennis Murphy/Contributor)
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Nathalie Chianura
has spent 29 years
working in the highend European furniture
industry, including stints
throughout France.
(Dennis Murphy/Contributor)

“It’s timeless contemporary,”
Chianura says. “My objective
is to find during my visits in
the Milan fair and Maison et
object in Paris things you don’t
see everywhere. It’s where you
see all of the new designs —
and Europe is the best way to
go.”
Chianura, born to a French
mother and Italian father, says
her taste is heavily inspired
by her European roots. The
caliber of her products reflects
“the savoir-faire of artisans
and designers working
together,” according to the
store website.
“I think Scottsdale will go
more toward contemporary,”
Chianura says. “You can see
the construction is more
contemporary, but we are not
there yet.”

‘Calm on color’

European contemporary
design flaunts clean lines and
modern-yet-comfortable
furnishings. The style caters
toward making a house a
purposeful home, Chianura
explains.
She says two quotes
accurately represent her
aesthetic: “Simplicity
is the ultimate form of
sophistication,” by Leonardo
Da Vince, and “An interior is
the natural projection of the
soul,” from Coco Chanel.
The founder, who
frequents Italy and France
for inspiration, curates her
selection to blend Italian
contemporary design with
French classic influences.
Noble materials such as brass,
marble, Murano glass, leather
and high-end fabrics are
common staples in ParisMilan Home. The use of
upholstered leather and fabric
furniture is also “inspired by
22
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artist’s desire to create the finest products,”
the store’s site continues.
“It’s classic, elegant,” Chianura says. “I
think we have a lot of protocol in France,
where you need to sit (like this) and present
a nice way to be in society. My design
reflects that — elegance is No. 1.”
Roughly 90% of Paris-Milan’s products
stem from Italian factories, the founder
shares. The rest hails from France, Slovakia,
the Netherlands and Spain.
While the showroom pushes the
envelope for contemporary home
furnishings through design and materials,
it is Chianura’s personal touch that curates
its timeless appeal.
“It’s important when you come into
my showroom everything is connected
— I have a problem with color,” she says,
explaining she prefers a “calm” color palette
of black, white and neutral tones with pops
of color.
But there is more to Paris-Milan’s
products than meets the eye.
Not only are the pieces tasteful and
timeless, they are functional as well.
“I like the functionality; a sofa needs
to be comfortable,” Chianura says. “I will
never sell a seat without my customer then
trying it out, just as I will not buy my new
collection having tried it out and therefore
responding to my customer’s request.”
Chianura’s design studio also “imagines,
designs and creates dream interiors,”
according to the store’s website.
She works with her clients throughout
all stages of the design process, from the
choice of furnishing style and items to the
selection of renovation materials.

Artistic at heart

Growing up in Lille in northern France,
Chianura says she was always artistic.
“I was artistic. I liked to do painting
and drawing,” she says. “I was very good at
school drawing classes, but I wanted to be a
businesswoman from a very early age.”
“My mom all the time said to me she
knows I have a strong personality, and
I was working hard at a very early age,”
Chianura adds. “I started to do little jobs.
At 13, I worked in the bakery, I worked
in the clothes store — it was this feeling
of connecting with people through

communication.”
Chianura spent a year in the U.S.
through an exchange program.
Although she initially landed in Boston,
Chianura moved to Scottsdale in 1992 to
work as an au pair.
She returned to France after the
exchange year and obtained a business
degree from the University of Business
of Bordeaux. Chianura went on to work
with a French furniture chain with 250
stores around the world, specializing in
contemporary pieces from international
designers, in her hometown.
The artist spent several years working in
the design world between Lille and Paris.
“To visit family every summer here, I
could see Scottsdale grow,” Chianura says.
“Since the beginning, I said I would come
back and I will be an entrepreneur and I
will have my business here. It took me 13
years”
Chianura in 2005 tackled another
milestone in her career, accepting an
interior designer position at one of the
most famous avenues in Paris – Avenue
Montaigne.
Historically known haute couture brands
such as Christian Dior, Chanel, Fendi and
Louis Vuitton, Avenue Montaigne is the
place to be for luxury, fashion, design and
high-end customer service, Chianura says.
“I knew it would be good to take this
job to learn how to train with different
nationalities,” Chianura says. “You go to
training to manage and apply the protocols
coming from the different cultures of the
Emirates, Russian, American or Chinese.
It is important to know the foreign culture
from your clientele to better understand
them and answer their demand about their
project.”
In 2006, Chianura pitched her first
furniture store company, Parizona inc, with
her former business partner at the French
international furniture company.
“I saw the potential of the evolution of
Scottsdale,” Chianura says. “When I first
arrived, for me, the desert was way more of
a measure of contemporary, minimalist and
pure line with a touch of elegance. I didn’t
understand the presence of a Tuscany style
with the desert.”
“And today, we can see that the

development of the real estate park
reveals many contemporary architectures,
which perfectly reflect my philosophy of
contemporary design in the middle of the
desert,” she continues.
After 11 years, Chianura separated
from her business partners to start a new
adventure alone, opening Paris-Milan
Home on January 9, 2019 — and the rest is
history.

Not a ‘job,’ but a ‘passion’

Since its inception, Chianura has helmed
Paris-Milan Home as a one woman show.
The founder handles all operational
facets of the business, including curating
the collection, designing for clients and
constructing the showroom.
“I am the designer, I am the owner, I am
everything,” Chianura says. “People know
in two seconds my knowledge. I know
where to look. I have a database, supplier
and factory with whom I’ve worked with for
29 years.”
The French native says she was ready to
hire employees when COVID-19 hit. She
then shifted to appointment-only showings
as a way to adhere to health guidelines.
“I thought the system of appointment
would be good — and also quality-wise,
it’s only me and the client,” Chianura says.
“This system allows me to give my complete
attention to their request and thus respond
exactly to their needs.”
This appointment system remains a part
of Paris-Milan’s new structure option.
As Paris-Milan Home continues to
flourish, Chianura says she is again gearing
up to hire staff.
She hopes to arm her team with the same
education and training she received while
working in Paris.
“It’s not a job for me; it’s a passion,”
Chianura says. “I’m not married, I work
like crazy, my parents were not rich — I
invested in this business and I am proud
about my accomplishment — and to show
to the new generation that it is possible.”
The Paris-Milan Home showroom is
open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesdays to
Fridays and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays. It is
also available by private appointment.
For more information, visit
paris-milan.com.
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Multiple Hats
Esteemed local
dentist paves
the way as
‘supermom’
By Jordan Houston

hile there is no
one-size-fitsall approach to
womanhood, today’s
“modern woman” is
typically expected to
strive to “have it all.”
She is complex and juggles
multiple hats, shifting roles as a
mother, homemaker, daughter,
successful entrepreneur and
everything in between. But with
the increasing pressure to balance
motherhood with a healthy worklife balance, it begs the question,
what does it “mean” to have it all?
Cue Scottsdale resident Dr.
Sara Vizcarra, DDS, DABDSM,
DABCP, DABCDSM.
Dr. Vizcarra founded Pinnacle
Peak Family Dentistry, at 10465
E. Pinnacle Peak Parkway, over
16 years ago. She has since made
a name for herself as not only a
powerhouse leader in her field but
as a philanthropist, educator and,
ultimately, supermom.
The dentistry, recognized as one
of the premier dental offices in the
Valley by multiple publications
in Phoenix and Scottsdale, offers
preventive cleanings, pediatrics,
orthodontics, prosthodontics and
implant dentistry, as well as more
specialized treatments like cuttingedge lasers to treat gum disease.
24
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Aside from her
practice, Dr. Sara
Vizcarra also
specializes in dental
craniofacial medicine,
including treatment for
sleep apnea. (Dr. Sara
Vizcarra/Submitted)

Dr. Sara Vizcarra, a proud mom
to her 11-year-old son Luis,
says organization is crucial for
managing her time and balance.
(Dr. Sara Vizcarra/Submitted)

Dr. Vizcarra, a single mother of one, also
specializes in dental craniofacial medicine,
including treatment for orofacial pain,
TMJ disorders and sleep apnea at her AZ
Sleep & TMJ Solutions practice.
“As a business owner you have to wear
different hats,” Dr. Vizcarra says. “When
I put on my white coat and my loupes, I
change my shoes and I’m on the go. It’s my
dedicated time with my patients, and I owe
them that courtesy.”
Despite staff shortages and other
economic hurdles brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic, Pinnacle Peak
Family Dentistry continues to flourish,
adding new doctors, specialists, exam
rooms and state-of-the-art laser
equipment.
And it isn’t slowing down anytime soon.
“It’s encouraging,” says Dr. Vizcarra,
highlighting the addition of husbandand-wife duo Christine Tran, DDS, and
Christopher D. Bebeau, DDS, MPH, to
the team. “I could not do what I do without
them. It takes a village.”
Pinnacle Peak Family Dentistry now
offers a new water-based laser that aids
in tissue preservation, regenerative and
bone-building procedures relating to
periodontitis. The BIOLASE laser
minimizes bleeding, swelling and bruising,
according to Dr. Vizcarra.
“We are doing periodontal surgery
without sutures and without cutting the
gums, so it leads to less pain and faster
recovery,” the dentist says.
“The main thing is it’s painless,” she
adds. “The alternative is to send patients
to a periodontist to peel the gums off to
expose all of the roots in the teeth, scrape
and clean them, and then put the entire
flap back.”
On top of expanding the number of
exam rooms, the staff at both Pinnacle
Peak Family Dentistry and AZ Sleep &
TMJ Solutions continues to take courses
on the latest technology and procedures for
better patient care.
Dr. Vizcarra highlights education and
the company’s culture as a necessity for the
success and health of her business.
“We feel we are creating a family
environment — we call it a dental family,”

Dr. Vizcarra continues.
“It’s so important to me
because I want everyone
to come to work and be
happy. Over the years,
we have worked on
creating a culture where
staff members feel they
are in the right place,
providing the best dental
care for their patients.”
Dr. Vizcarra
graduated from the
University of Missouri
– Kansas City School of
Dentistry in 2003. She
practiced public health,
helping the underserved
population, before
exploring the continuing
education courses that
ultimately changed the
trajectory of her career.
After completing several residencies,
coupled with years of treating these
conditions, Dr. Vizcarra has become a
diplomate of the American Board of
Dental Sleep Medicine, the American
Board of Craniofacial Pain and the
American Board of Craniofacial and
Dental Sleep Medicine.
A proud mother to her 11-year-old son
Luis, Dr. Vizcarra champions balance and
organization as means to a bountiful life.
“I’m good at compartmentalizing. When
I’m at home, I try to remove myself from
work. I still send quick texts here and there,
but my focus is on family and home life,”
she says.
“During the early years of my practice,
I was going from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. and
it took a toll on my well-being. There
was no way I could do that and be a
good leader,” she says. “To grow, you
must allow for trust, you must employ
the right people and delegate. I love
teaching and then letting my team fly and
flourish. Micromanaging is not my style,
and delegating, as well as trusting, have
become a big part of my life.”
Dr. Vizcarra also fills her cup by
nurturing both her mental and physical
health through daily exercise, meditation

and yoga.
“I am very good at staying healthy and
exercising,” she says. “I pray and meditate
— I do all those things that feed my soul.”
She also never underestimates the
power of sleep, she says, with a strict 9 p.m.
bedtime and 5 a.m. wake-up call.
The esteemed dentist’s top priority,
though, is spending time with her son.
“I make it a point to (either) pick him
up from school or we’ll do homework and
dinner together,” says Dr. Vizcarra, adding
she will be joining Luis on several Boy
Scouts trips this fall. “Most of the time I
cook every meal, and we always pray.”
Although life-career-parenthood is a
series of compromises, Dr. Vizcarra says
she never views her choices as a loss — and
vacations don’t hurt either.
“I don’t look at them as sacrifices, I look
at them as what I’m supposed to be doing,”
she says. “I do make sure I take time to take
vacations, because I am much better when
I do that — I feel more balanced.”
Dr. Vizcarra, who is studying to become
fluent in Italian, says her dream vacation
is a 6-month stint in Italy on the Amalfi
Coast.
For more information about
Dr. Vizcarra and her services, visit
ppfdental.com.
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‘Can’t Imagine
Doing Anything Else’
Estate attorney
approaches work with
empathy, touch of humor
By Alison Stanton

G

rowing up in a small ranching
and farming town in Texas,
Allison Kierman remembers
often hearing the phrase, “You’d
have to sell the farm to pay the
taxes.”
“This always resonated with me. So, I
think I always knew I wanted to be an estate
attorney,” says Kierman, managing partner at
Kierman Law in Scottsdale.
Kierman’s grandparents also helped
influence her decision to get into estate
planning.
“They told me I could be a doctor, a lawyer
or a teacher. Growing up with them really
inspired me,” she says, adding that although
her grandparents have passed away, her
family is still working through their trust and
various business structures to maximize the
assets and minimize the family’s tax burden.
Kierman, who began practicing law in
2005, opened Kierman Law in March 2017.
“Generally, I practice estate planning —
meaning wills, trusts, powers of attorney, and
guardianship,” she says. “I also work in estate
and trust administration, which is helping
families figure out exactly what it means to
transfer assets upon the death of a loved one.
“And I work in probate court when assets
are not held in a trust and court cases must be
opened.”
One of the best things about being an
estate attorney, Kierman says, is she gets to
work mostly with families, as well as small
businesses, that are growing or transitioning
to becoming a family partnership.
“I really care about my clients. I listen to
what they have to say and what they care
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Allison Kierman
began practicing
law in 2005 and
opened Kierman
Law in March
2017. (Dennis
Murphy/Contributor)

about, and I draft the estate plan that works
for them and matches their goals,” she says.
Kierman is aware that the idea of planning
for what happens after death can be sad and
even overwhelming for many of her clients.
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She says she tries to keep the mood light
when speaking about her services.
“We laugh a lot during my client
meetings,” she says. “I try to focus on the
funny and ridiculous aspects, like what

happens when your wife remarries her tennis
coach, to keep things light hearted.”
Kierman also understands that, because the
idea of estate planning can be challenging for
people, they often put off this important task.
“Many of my clients start our meetings by
saying, ‘I’m embarrassed to admit we haven’t
done this yet,’” she says, adding that she
always reassures clients there is no need to
feel that way.
“The good news is that they didn’t need
it yet, but obviously that sentiment only
lasts so long,” she continues. “At some point,
we all need a plan. Death is one of the only
unavoidable facts of life.”
One of the most common myths
surrounding estate planning, Kierman says,
is that people believe they don’t have enough
money for a trust or an estate plan.
When she meets with clients who feel this
way, Kierman explains how trusts and plans
are not just about what assets they may or
may not have.
“They are about simplifying things for
your surviving loved ones and making things
easier for them,” she says. “For instance, if you
own a house, it’s often a good idea to put the
house in trust to avoid probate.”

An example of this advice occurred
recently when Kierman met with new
clients who had learned some sobering and
surprising news.
“Through new DNA testing, they found
out the husband had a child he didn’t know
about. The wife was smart to realize they are
now considered a blended family,” she says.
To ensure that the wife did not lose any
rights to the couple’s assets, Kierman says
they put together an estate plan, despite the
fact that the clients did not own a great deal.
When she is not at the law office, Kierman
enjoys spending as much time as she can with
her two kids, ages 10 and 12.
“We love to hike, travel, listen to music,
and play games,” she says. “We have two
labradoodles, and we take nightly walks or
swims with them. I’m always looking for a
new adventure for my family.”
Looking back, Kierman says she is pleased
that she followed her grandparents’ advice as
well as her own gut feeling to get into estate
planning.
“I love hearing my clients’ stories — where
they are from, what they’ve learned, what
they did successfully or unsuccessfully with
their families or businesses,” she says. “I think

I learn as much during my client meetings as
they do.”
Kierman is also very appreciative of the
many referrals she gets from her clients,
adding that it always “makes (my) heart
smile” to know that someone enjoyed
working with her enough to share her name
with someone else.
“A woman recently came to me as a client.
She said she was referred to me by a friend.
She then told another friend she was seeing
her estate attorney and the second friend said,
‘Oh, no, you must see my attorney.’ Lucky
for me, both friends were clients and both
sent the new client my way,” Kierman says.
“Sometimes it’s really a small world.”
While Kierman knows she specializes in
an area of law that can be challenging for
her clients at time to face, she knows she is
helping them with a very important task.”
“I can’t imagine doing anything else,
honestly. I offer a service that my clients will
100% use at some point in their lives,” she
says.
Kierman Law is located at 14362 N. Frank
Lloyd Wright Boulevard, Suite 1000, in
Scottsdale. For more information, call 480719-7333 or visit kiermanlaw.com.

Life Planning Made Easier

Kierman Law will help you identify your personal needs, make sound
life planning decisions, ensure your family and children are protected,
and will give you peace of mind.

Estate Planning

Protect your family and financial assets for the future. Ensure your
elderly or special needs family members, pets, and other loved ones are
provided with long-term caretaking and assistance.

Probate and Trust Administration

Alleviate the stress and paperwork associated with finalizing estate
plans after the death of a loved one.

Allison Kierman

akierman@kiermanlaw.com
14362 N. Frank Lloyd Wright Blvd., Suite 1000
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260

kiermanlaw.com
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